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Introduction to Social Enterprises
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Group Question what is a social enterpriseno specific legal structure for social enterprises in Australia, however, a working definition by Social Traders, an Australian organisation that connects social enterprises with social procurement opportunities and provides support to social enterprises, has set out four requirements to obtain social enterprise certification (see below). At its core, being a social enterprise means using business models and skills to solve societal problems. Working definitions for a social enterprise agree that a social enterprise has the following features: • the running of an enterprise that uses its revenue or business model to achieve an economic, social, cultural or environmental mission that benefits the public or a particular communityWhat that means is• are led by an economic, social, cultural, or environmental mission consistent with a public or community benefit • trade to fulfil their mission • derive a substantial portion of their income from trade, and • reinvest the majority of their profit or surplus in the fulfilment of their mission (this is largely only relevant in for profit structures, as not-for-profits are by definition 'mission locked' and so reinvest all surplus in their mission) Social Enterprises are an innovative breed of businesses that exist to create a fairer and more sustainable world.They could be a graphic design company creating jobs for ex-offenders, or a gym providing affordable wellbeing services to the community, or a retailer selling toilet paper and donating 50% of their revenue to charity.Social Enterprises must do three things:Have a defined primary social, cultural or environmental purpose consistent with a public or community benefit, andDerive a substantial portion of their income from trade, andInvest efforts and resources into their purpose such that public/community benefit outweighs private benefit.They operate in all industry sectors of the economy, from facilities management, to catering and hospitality, to business administration to design.There are three Social Enterprise impact models:Employment-generating – creates employment and training opportunities for marginalised people.Community need – delivers accessible products and services to meet community needs that are not met by the market.Profit redistribution – donates at least 50% of profits or revenue to charity.Whilst purpose is at the heart of why a Social Enterprise operates, it can be hard to quantify or explain and there are many different legal structures. Social Traders provides the only Social Enterprise certification in Australia. Our certification framework is world-leading in its depth and adaptability and we have certified more than 450 Social Enterprises across the country to date.



Realities of 
Social 

Enterprises

• 71% of Social Entrepreneurs struggle to make a 
living from their ventures

• Many are small enterprises

• Only 5% of social enterprises have survived more 
than 10 years as a company
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71% of social entrepreneurs struggle to make a living from their ventures, and the same proportion face problems creating sustainable revenue streams. Additionally, 60% of social enterprises cannot access the right type of funding. Clearly, social enterprises can’t seem to resolve issues around money. Are social entrepreneurs financially incompetent, or are there deeper causes for their struggles?International data – 65.2% had from one to five employees; 19.1% had five to 10 employees, 10.4% had 10 to 30 employees, and only 5.2% had more than 20 employees. Most of them (78.3%) were never supported by a business incubator or accelerator.As for how long the social enterprises remained operational, 38.3% survived less than one year, 45.2% lasted between one and three years, 8.7% lasted four to six years, 2.6% seven to nine years, and 5.2% lasted more than 10 years as a company.Summary – not many actually make it in the long run, and a majority are run by sole traders with minimal support.They are HARD work



Break



Starting a social enterprise



Setting up a 
Social 

Enterprise

• What you want your social enterprise to look like
• What issue you are trying to address
• What approach you should take to address that 

issue, and
• What funding sources are available or will be 

required
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Similar to getting any project funded have to ask yourself a couple of questions (as above)Also Some other areas you might want to consider Can you clearly describe the particular social, community or environmental mission ofyour enterprise? Could your mission be considered charitable (it doesn’t have to be, butthis may impact your access to tax concessions)?What issue are you trying to address? How will your social enterprise contribute toresolving that issue?Who will you need to work with? Who should you engage in designing your socialenterprise? The people you are trying to help? The people who might help fund yourenterprise?Is anyone else already doing something similar? Is there room or need for anothersocial enterprise in the space? If yes:	– What can you learn from them?		– Should you join them?	– Where is the issue? Is it in one state, or is it across multiple states or territories?Where will the enterprise operate?Where will your funding come from? Will you seek to access philanthropic grants? Doyou want to attract investors? Will you be community-owned?Who will oversee the enterprise and its operations? Will your enterprise have staff? Willyour enterprise have ‘owners’ or ‘members’?If you will have shareholders, will they be a small group of people connected to you, orwill you run public campaigns to find lots of shareholders?



Types of Social 
Enterprises

• Direct benefit 
• Cross Subsidy
• Donation Model
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Direct benefit model Businesses that create public value or provide a direct benefit For example, a business that provides employment, training and support to marginalised or disadvantaged groups that are locked out of the traditional labour market.Cross subsidy model Businesses that create or maintain services in direct response to social or economic needs in the community and use profits to support access to those otherwise excluded from the market. For example, a business that offers its service at commercial rates to corporate clients which provide a subsidised offering to clients in the not-for-profit sector, or those suffering from financial hardship.Donation model Businesses that generate profit to make donations that support other community or not-for-profit organisational activities. For example, a business who donates 50% or more of its profits each year to a charitable organisation.



Business 
Planning

• Design
• Business Model
• Feasibility
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A business plan is essential for setting up a successful social enterprise, and is often a critical tool when convincing funders or investors to support your project. If you already have a business plan, you might want to revisit it after you have read this guide and considered all the legal issues involved. You should settle your business plan before you incorporate because it will help you make an informed decision about your legal structure. It’s time-consuming and expensive to change legal structures down the track. In some cases, it can be very difficult to change structure – for example, a company limited by shares (a common for-profit structure) can’t change its company type to a company limited by guarantee (a common entity structure for charities) – so it is worth putting thought and effort in at the start to set yourself up for successCentre for Social Impact Social Enterprise Fundamentals (https://www.socialstartupstudio.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/SE-Fundamentals-Workbook_CSI-Swinburne_September2020.pdf)Design(Purpose, Problem Definition, Theory of Change, Stakeholder mapping)Business Model(Economic Value, Social value and business)Feasibility(Establishment and operating costs, operating income)Specialised plans like marketing and operational plans then followSocial Traders have a list of certified social enterprises – no harm in looking at what the competition is doing and what models they are using.



Measuring Impact
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Just need to touch on this with any organisation, because SEs are socially driven they also need to have a method to measure the fact they are doing a good job. That it is fit for purpose 



Getting 
funded?

• Highly dependent on what type of business model 
you have 

• Common funding sources and structures for Social 
Enterprises 

• Equity
• Debt 
• Donations 
• Grants 
• Social Investment Bonds
• Crowd Funding
• Micro-donations
• Membership
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Highly dependent on what type of business model you have Means that it dictates the type of funding you can pursue For-profits – can be funded through equity (explanation) with investors Not for profits can pursue DGR statusEquity - (ordinary, or impact investment or crowd sourced investors) Debt - (commercial, through impact investing, owner loans or philanthropists)Donations - (deductible by the donor) Grants - (from charitable trusts, philanthropic foundations, corporate foundations, individual granting programs or giving circles) Social Investment Bonds - (usually government-led) Crowd Funding - (can be through donations or through pre-purchases)Micro-donationsMembershipImpact investment Impact investment is a growing field in Australia. It refers to methods for funding social or environmental projects that will provide the investor with both an impact and a financial return. It’s an alternative to grant funding in many cases. It’s attractive to funders (as compared to a donation or grant) because it provides for 'capital recycling' as the same money can be used over and over to fund social projects. Of course, not all social or environment projects can generate a financial return, however social enterprises are likely to be engaged in activities that both contribute an impact and generate income through its business model and trading revenuesSefa – social enterprise finance Australia



The legal 
status of social 
enterprises in 

Australia

• Do I need to incorporate?

• Remain unincorporated

• Out of your organisation 

• Joining another organisation

• Auspicing
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Depends on what you want to do Before you decide to incorporate a new structure for your enterprise, it’s a good idea to test the assumption that you need to set up and operate an incorporated entity to achieve your goals. Continue unincorporatedlimited liability for members or shareholders • the ability for the incorporated body to enter into agreements and open a bank account in its own name • the preference of many funders for organisations to be incorporated, and • tricky issues raised by shared unincorporated ownership of businesses such as partnership lawRun the enterprise out of your existing organisationIf you are an existing organisation that wants to set up a new social enterprise as part of your organisation, you may not need to set up a new structure. Some organisations operate a business from within their existing structure (including as another business unit). Whether you set up a new structure will depend on whether: • your current structure can accommodate the type of funding arrangements you are interested in, and • your new business might expose your existing organisation to risks, in which case it would be more appropriate to put the business in a new and separate structure (which can be wholly owned by the existing organisation, have shared boards, and shared services and resources) It may be that the pilot is run within the entity with a view to transition to a separate entity over time. Joining another organisation Rather than starting an organisation from scratch, it can be more efficient to run your idea within an existing organisation, as you can benefit from their existing infrastructure (such as premises, payroll, insurance, financial staff). Or auspicingSome not-for-profit organisations are willing to auspice projects, such as social enterprises that are in the pilot, or incubation stage. This normally involves an auspicing agreement between your group and the auspicing body. An auspice agreement is basically an agreement to work in, or under the auspices of, another organisation, and a way for an organisation to access funding without being incorporated or without satisfying grant criteria (such as holding certain insurance). If you choose to incorporate you also have to choose whether you are not for profit or for profit Where will your funding come from? Donations and philanthropic funding or grants can generally only be directed to not-for-profits. For-profit entities can seek equity investors to raise funds by issuing shares. Similarly, not-for-profits can also seek investors to raise funds through impact investment usually involving debt structures (as they can't issue share capital) but this can be more complex (as debt, unlike risk capital or equity, generally has to be repaid). Where do you want profits to go? A fundamental characteristic of not-for-profit organisations is that profits are not distributed outside of the organisation – which means no dividends or distributions can be made to members, and all profits are directed to achieving the organisation’s mission (the 'mission lock'). In a for-profit organisation – which is a wealth creation vehicle, profits are often distributed to shareholders or investors and so can provide a return on investment. In a for-profit social enterprise, profits are normally partially distributed to investors and partially reinvested into the organisation. Is it important for your enterprise to be perceived as not-for-profit? Public perception may inform your choice of structure. Do you want investors or owners or members? Some structures have investors and/or owners, some have members; these are not the same and different rights attach. Does your organisation hope to access charitable and other tax concessions? These concessions are typically only available to not-for-profits registered as charities – and the entity then needs to have a charitable or public purpose. DGR endorsement is even more limited, so this impacts the choice of structure. Hybrid structures Hybrid structures are a use of two (or more) entities to form one (or more) social enterprises (or a group operating as one). Quite often, none of the legal structures discussed in this guide are a perfect fit for a social enterprise. For example, you may want to choose a private company structure so you can have access to equity funding from socially minded investors, but will be undertaking certain activities that are charitable and you would like to access income tax exemptions for your charitable activities. Or, you may want a not-for-profit structure, but have a particular project that could attract investors. Hybrid structures can be useful to harness the benefits of both for-profit and not-for-profit structures by: • expanding funding avenues that might not be available to a singular corporate structure (for example, equity is not available to a not-for-profit structure such as an incorporated association) • limiting the exposure of a charity to liabilities of trading activity by creating a for-profit subsidiary that trades and owns property, or • enabling an enterprise to separate its activities, to obtain charity, or even DGR status for parts of its activities, which may not have been possible if the enterprise was a singular corporate structure (this benefit is achieved if each element of the hybrid has separate governing documents)



The legal 
structure of 

your 
enterprise

• For Profit 

• Not For Profit
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the different types of funding your social enterprise can receive • your social enterprise’s eligibility for tax concessions and charity registration, and • ongoing reporting requirements and other regulatory issues your social enterprise must meetDon’t really have enough time to go into detail for all of the differencesFor profit organisations Public Company , Private company, Unit trust (does not necessarily provide limited liability protection)Distributing cooperativeNFPIncorporated assoc. Company limited by guarantee, non-distributing cooperative All these are governed differently and generally as a leader of an organisation regardless of social enterprises to understand your legal requirements generally 



The Challenges
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Question for AudienceCompromises & trying to be everything and organisationally unreadyThe organisation’s financial reality & future options – can it handle risk & opportunities?DGR – do you have this requirement?Evaluation & Effectiveness – building credibility so that you will get funded Sustainability – after the grant ends Impact of rejectionLack of Support Structure and FundingNON-PROFIT AND FOR-PROFIT CONFUSIONIt’s a lot of workThe need to constantly monitor your market



Break



A chat with Pat



Questions?



Next steps
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